2022 GASBAGS Annual Ride – Sicily - What really happened

June 1st, 2022

On November 13th, 2019, a long time ago, GASBAGS met up to discuss ideas for the 2020 Annual Ride with Alec chairing
the meeting, and with proposals:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Venice to Poreč in Croatia - Pam
Majorca – Alec & Jeff
Loire; Malaga; Verona to Venice – Ray
Lithuania; Copenhagen - Alec
Porto; Sicily - Mike
Corfu/Albania – Bushy
After much discussion the Sicily option was chosen and finally agreed on November
26th, with the trip being based upon Mac’s Adventure.
https://www.macsadventure.com/holiday-2294/cycle-sicilys-south
The route included 6 days cycling, 167 miles distance and 1,886m elevation gain.
By December 19th Revision B of the itinerary was issued by Mike. We had 12 cyclists, the
route was agreed, the hotels were booked, the bikes were booked, and we each had
booked our flights with Easyjet from Manchester. Then disaster struck! COVID emerged
and in mid-March we decided to cancel the trip. However, it always seemed that COVID
would disappear faster than it did, and we rebooked 4 more times before we eventually
landed in Sicily. Our team numbers went up and down with Bushy (with Bridget)
dropping out with ill health, Tracey appearing due to romance, Alec Dick dropping out
with shoulder problems, Malcolm dropping out due to a date clash, Alec (& Tracey)
deciding to walk due to Alec’s knee problems, Naoko dropping out with ill health, and
finally James appearing as a new GASBAGS member.
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This was to be the first year that some of the GASBAGS chose to cycle on e-bikes. James booked last and was sent the
itinerary that showed that we were flying from Manchester – because Mike had not updated the sheet. James could
not find a Manchester flight on the right day so, very cleverly, checked in as Mike to find that we were flying from
Leeds-Bradford. We were hoping that Bushy & Bridget would join us again, but they lacked enthusiasm – it must be
hard to been enthusiastic when you are almost 77 years old – some of us will know soon. It might have been because
the insurance for Bushy might have been too high as it would be easier to describe what is right with him health-wise
than what is wrong.
The route and overnight stopping points had been worked out by Jeff and Mike in late 2019 after they had studied the
Macsadventure website. However, in 2021 Alec had told us about a wonderful walk called the ‘Maddalena Trail’ near
to Syracuse so we decided to have two nights in Syracuse and to gain a night by cycling straight from Pozzallo to Noto.

The Ride
Wednesday May 4th – Home to Palazzolo Acreide
Day leader Mike
•

3 accommodations: Casa Vacanza Agora – Ian & Mike; Casa Formica – Jeff & Pam; Ann & Fiona; c/o Ida
Airbnb - James

We had all been reading of delays at airports as there was a check-in and security staff shortage caused by COVID as
many of the staff had been laid off during lockdown.
Ian sent out a message, “Jet2 are advising to arrive 3 hours before take-off.”
The flight was at 7:45am so that would mean arriving at 4:45am and leaving GASBAGS land at about 3:45am. I called
Alec as I was going in his car.
Alec said, “there is no issue as we can arrive two hours before and it will be fine. I have flown twice in the last few
weeks and there has been no queue.”
So, Alec and I collected Tracey, without her dog, from Leeds and we arrived two hours before the flight. We checked
in our bags then joined the enormous queue for cabin bag security. We saw Jeff & Pam with Ian in front of us, with
Tracey saying, “Let’s join them”, then thought the better of it as the rest of the people in the queue might have turned
nasty (Tracey’s charm might well have worked though).
A snail could have gone faster than this queue. At least we had time to buy sandwiches and to have a toilet break.
With 30 minutes before the flight was due to go, it looked like again we would not be going to Sicily – our checked-in
bags would arrive at least. Then an announcement came, “will everyone on flight LS293 to Sicily please come to the
front.” Now, we were moving at the speed of a tortoise, but we had jumped to the front of the queue. Once, past
security check-in we were whisked onto the plane. James was sitting there looking unperturbed – probably arrived
three hours before. The realisation struck – we would be joining our suitcases in Sicily.
Our flight arrived just after midday, and we joined Ann & Fiona who had been waiting for us for over an hour in the
terminal café. Mike had arranged for the coach to take us to Palazzolo Acreide to turn up at 1:30. Mike phoned Alissia
of Ciclofree to see if the coach could come earlier but we remembered that patience is a virtue, with the coach driver
turning up exactly on time. We said our collective goodbyes to Alec & Tracey – would they really be eating the
hundreds of tins of fish that were weighing down their suitcase?
The coach driver drove very fast, and we covered the 60 miles in just over an hour and a quarter so arriving at 3pm.
The driver looked pleased with himself as he stopped outside what he thought was our accommodation. A man
appeared and greeted us, and both were talking in Italian and seemed to not know English – equally we knew little
Italian though Jeff had learnt a few phrases. Mike realised that we were at the Sud Est B&B which had been the dropoff point on revisions R & S of the itinerary, so the message had not been received that the drop off point on Revision
T was Casa Vacanza Agora – reverting to what had been the drop-off point of revisions M, N, P and Q – so many
revisions over 2 years! A discussion began and the new man seemed to want us to all stay at the Sud Est B&B, but
Mike said that we had already paid. Meanwhile, Jeff joined in to ask about his accommodation then James joined in
to ask about his accommodation – confusion reigned! Mike demanded that we were dropped of at Casa Vacanza
Agora, with finally the driver being persuaded to take us there.
Mike & Ian were staying at Casa Vacanza Agora, and we were greeted by an ancient Italian man who could not speak
English. Mike learnt later that the accommodation was owned by his son who could speak English. We were shown
around the accommodation and shown the delicious breakfast that awaited us in the morning – dried bread, yogurt,
fruit juice, and tiny cups of coffee made in a coffee machine.
Meanwhile, James had discovered where his accommodation was and disappeared with his suitcase. Jeff led the three
ladies, Pam, Ann & Fiona, all of 250m to find their accommodation – and they did not get lost. Jeff was born to lead.
Ian and Mike ordered a beer in the café below their accommodation and sat
back, relaxed and waited for the rest to appear. Straight across from the café
was the Basilica di San Sebastiano and to the right was the Town Hall – both
beautiful stone buildings.
Pam appeared, “we are all in the café further up the square (piazza in
Italian).” Ian and Mike moved up and ordered their second beer of the day,
being joined by Jeff. We relaxed for a time after being awake since about

3am. Perhaps some might have relaxed all evening, but Mike was the Day
Leader and was determined that he would lead.
“Let’s look around”, he said, “First the Chiesa di San Michele”, which he had
seen on the map. This was another delightful church and we stared at it from
the outside and then the inside – strange that the atheists in the group love
to look at ancient churches. Where to next Mike thought?
“Let’s turn right”, Mike said, and just by chance it led onto a beautiful vista,
and we looked down on Basilica di San Paolo, the most important church in
Palazzo Acreide and completed in 1657. We missed seeing the renowned ancient Greek theatre, but we didn’t care as
we were tired and hungry.
We chose an outdoor restaurant as it was a warm day. As the evening went on it got colder and colder with Pam
proclaiming, “I am not eating outside again”. We retired to our respective accommodations by 8:15, tired, cold but
happy that last we were in Sicily.

Thursday May 5th – Palazzolo Acreide to Modica via Ragusa
Day Leader: Pam
•
•
•

29 miles; Elevation gain 496m, Elevation loss 851m; Ride duration 6 hours
Average speed including stops – 5mph
Accommodation: Modica Old Town Rooms

Pam had been checking out the route for this day and had seen that we cycled close to Ragusa. She asked Mike to
modify the route so we could stop there for a break. Until this point Mike had not known much at all about Ragusa.
He had checked the populations of Palazzolo Acreide (8,700) and Modica (54,500) and now checked out Ragusa
(73,500). He was apprehensive about entering such a large town – would there be lots of traffic? However, Pam was
the Day Leader, so he altered the route.
Mike had arranged that the bikes would arrive at 9am and expected that the Ciclofree van would park up on the square
(piazza) in front of the Town Hall. We all knew that we could not be late. Ian & Mike ate their dried bread breakfast,
Jeff & Pam, Ann and Fiona had breakfast in a café whilst James did his own thing. By 9am everyone was in the square
with their suitcases and panniers.
The van turned up spot on time but the driver, actually a route leader, asked us to get into the van and then he would
drive to the Ciclofree hub to collect our bikes. He explained that he would be
leading a group of 19 Norwegians on a route similar to our route. On arrival
we could see a group of people, of similar age range to ourselves, getting
ready to cycle – the difference was that their baggage was being transported.
Our bikes were ready for us, and names tags were stuck on the bikes –
ensuring that Fiona and Mike did not mix up their bikes. Alissia, Mike’s
contact, and a bike mechanic were there
to sort out any issues. Mike had collected
the bike hire money the previous
evening, a total of €1,031, and was glad
to get rid of it. By 10am we were ready to
set off. Jeff & Pam, Mike and James were on e-bikes, with Ann, Fiona and Ian on
leg-powered bikes. Would Ann regret her choice as at home she had switched to
an e-bike?
We set off just after the Norwegians,
with some of us on e-bikes chatting to
them. Unfortunately, there were two
long hills as we cycled away from
Palazzolo Acreide. Was Ann regretting her choice by now? Pam, being Day
Leader, knew about the route and knew that we would pass an enormous
lake. We had to stop when we reached it. Mike asked Pam what it was called.
She responded quickly to really show that she had studied the route, “Lago
Santa Rosalia.”

Mike than asked, “What’s it like being in charge today?”
Pam replied, “I just love it. I am just a control freak.”
We cycled on to Ragusa and stopped in the main square (piazza). Pam gave
us a short talk about Ragusa. She actually knew quite a bit about the town as
she had watched Inspector Montelbano (Italian police procedural stories)
on the TV. The 1693 earthquake killed 5,000 inhabitants. Pam pointed out the
Duomo of San Giorgio at the far end
of the square. It was only when
cycling away from Ragusa could the
remarkable majesty of the town be
seen, with houses built on the hillside.
There were more long hills on the way
to Modica. Was Ann regretting her choice by now?
We cycled onto Modica at just before 4pm leaving little time to look around.
Mike’s route should have landed us on the accommodation door, Modica Old
Town Room, but we had to search for it, with Mike finding it tucked away in a
back street. From the external appearance of the accommodation, it was hard to believe the freshness, cleanliness,
and large size of the rooms. Pam again gave us a short chat about Modica,
useful information that Modica is split into Modica Alta (upper) and Modica
Bassa (lower) with 300 steps between
them. After Pam’s inspiring talk, we
were off to explore. The main sight
was the Duomo of San Giorgio – the
second duomo with the same name.
From the Duomo steps we could see
the houses on the hill. We searched
another church to look around – the
main sightseeing was churches but then for a change we walked to the castle.
It is unfortunate that we had little
time to see the other renowned sites
of Modica – cycling leads to wanting to eat early in the evening. Pam stated
again, “I am not dining outside”, and being Day Leader, she got her way.
Sorting out and splitting the bill has normally been left up to Naoko but she
was not on this tour. Jeff volunteered, and Mike gave him €20. Jeff worked out
the bill, distributed the cost, collected the money then went to pay. He looked
happy, his duty was done, then the restaurant owner returned to the table –
he had been underpaid. Suddenly Jeff realised that Mike’s €20 was not a tip
but payment for his bill. Happiness returned to his face. He was so happy that
he suggested to Mike to have a nightcap – poor Ian was left out! Two limoncellos for Mike and one for Jeff plus a
brandy with these two going to bed very happy.

Friday May 6th – Modica to Pozallo via Scicli
Day Leader: Jeff
•
•
•

33 miles; Elevation gain 403m; Elevation loss 746m; Ride duration 6 hours
Average speed including stops – 5.5mph
Mare Nostrum Petit Hotel

The previous evening Jeff had asked Mike about changing the route to include
calling in at Scicli. Mike checked it out and the route change was easy. Jeff also
set a time of 8:30 for breakfast.
On the day we all complied with our Day Leader’s request and walked to a café
on the main street. We learnt that having breakfast meant having a coffee,
cappuccino etc plus a sweet cake – no possibility of a breakfast alike to an
English breakfast. Jeff gathered us around one of the tables and gave us a talk
about the day’s sightseeing. “Scicli was one more of the 6 towns that we would
pass through that was partially or entirely destroyed by an earthquake in 1693
– the others being Catania, Modica, Noto, Ragusa, and Palazzolo Acreide. These towns were rebuilt in late Baroque
style and are all UNESCO World Heritage Sites”, he stated, “thus we will be diverting into Scicli.” He then set us a little
quiz, asking the population sizes of the towns – Scicli turned out to be 27,200, about half the size of Modica.
The route to Scicli was mainly downhill and an easy 10 miles. Just before Scicli we saw a Defence Bunker. Hopefully
this will not be required for a Russian invasion. Pam had one of her strange brainwaves and asked Jeff and Ian to join
her in cycling up and down in their GASBAGS shirt – any local must have
thought that this was a GASBAGS custom.
As we approached Scicli we could look down on the town below. It looked
impressive and alike to the other
Baroque style towns. We descended
then crossed a bridge and now we
were cycling with busy traffic. Jeff
guided through to a less busy area. We
could see the church ‘Chiesa di San
Matteo’ up on the hill but that was
about the only sight that we saw of this renowned town – Inspector
Montalbano had been here as well. We sat in a park for a time, having
refreshments from a cafe then Mike led the way out of Scicli. He took a left turn expecting the rest to follow but they
had disappeared! He arrived back at the bridge but where were the rest? After ten minutes Jeff phoned and then led
the rest to the bridge – had Jeff taken them to see the rest of the Scicli sights?
At Donnalucata we met the sea. In days gone by Jeff & Pam would have
changed quickly and dashed into the sea or they would have paddled. But they
didn’t do either. Age seemed to have dampened their spirit. We needed
sustenance and stopped to look for a café. James was off fast, searching out
and sniffing for a café liker a bloodhound, with none found but he did find a
supermarket. Fiona also searched for a time and disappeared – would we
need to send out a search party? She reappeared and had had no success, so
we chose the supermarket.
We arrived in Pozallo with Mike
expecting the Garmin route to take us straight to the hotel but when we
arrived in the right place, the Mare Nostrum Petit Hotel had disappeared. We
cycled up and down a few streets, but it had totally disappeared. James asked
someone, with him pointing in the direction of a building covered in
scaffolding. We found the hotel sign hidden underneath the scaffolding. The
owner, Enrico, made us feel very welcome and made sure that our bikes were
doubly locked up in his garage.
Jeff led the way into the centre of Pozzallo, through a park with strange trees
and past the renowned 15th century Watch Tower. In front stretched the
most wonderful long beach with fine sand and a lively sea – probably the best beach that we would see on the whole

holiday. But still Jeff & Pam made no move to swim or even paddle in the sea – perhaps they would wait till before
breakfast the following day.
Pozzallo is renowned for fish and even has a fish festival in August. Jeff, being the Day Leader, set his sights on eating
in a fish restaurant. We found one that looked very upmarket but there was
no doubt that they served fish. It was unlikely that such an upmarket
restaurant would serve Jeff and Mike’s favourite wine – house wine. We all
looked at the menu but could not understand it, so we asked the waiter then
then the owner to translate, but no-one spoke English. We almost left and if
Jeff had stood up, we would have followed him. But somehow it was agreed
that we would all have a plate of mixed fish. This turned out to be a small piece
of sword fish surrounded by a few shellfish at an exorbitant price. Mike stated
firmly that he was not eating in a fish restaurant again unless chips came with
the fish. We all still needed sustenance so bought ice-creams as we wandered
back to the hotel.

Saturday May 7th – Pozallo to Noto via Marzamemi and Lido do Noto
Day Leader: Ian
•
•
•

38 miles; Elevation gain 446m; Elevation loss 393m; Ride duration 7.5 hours
Average speed including stops – 5mph
Il Giardino Del Barocco hotel

We had the best breakfast of the week in the hotel. The previous evening, we
had been asked if we would like a chocolate or custard roll and also if we
would like a boiled egg – first egg that we would be seeing since England. Then
what was served as well was Cornflakes – a typical English item at breakfast.
Ian informed us that he would like the route to go through Pachino so we
could have a café stop – it had become standard practice to modify the route.
Mike was a bit surprised as Marzamemi was renowned as a beautiful little
village though he did not say so as Ian was the Day Leader.
Over breakfast there was a discussion about bidets – both this hotel and the
previous accommodation had bidets. Some were very positive about using
them for the standard purpose – cleaning one’s derriere, whilst others
thought they were good to clean feet. Pam had even tried one as a toilet.
We arrived at Pachino (population 22,000) with Ian leading, and we entered congested traffic. We had forgotten that
this was a weekend day, and it looked like the whole population was driving around. Ian looked left and right for the
town square, all the time taking care to avoid the cars. We arrived at the far side of the town, with Ian giving up his
search. Now Marzamemi was in his sights – would it also be congested? Marzamemi is classed as one of Sicily’s
prettiest seaside villages and with a tiny population of 367. There was hardly a car, or even a person in sight as we
entered Marzamemi. Ian led us to the first café that he found – facing not onto
the sea but onto a wall.
“How about finding a café with a sea view?”, asked Mike.
“I am not moving”, stated Ian, probably exhausted from leading through
Pachino.
That was it! Ian was the Day Leader and we all stopped at Ian’s choice of café.
What was strange was that we never saw the reason why Marzamemi is
classed as a very pretty village. Even the view onto the sea did not seem that
pretty.

We cycled on to Lido di Noto, which had a long front facing onto the sea. Ian
had decided that this was the place for lunch, and we cycled along looking for
a suitable café. There was one large Pizza restaurant. We checked the menu
but cycled on to check for more cafes. We cycled until we reached the end,
with Jeff diving into a shop to buy pizza. Meanwhile, the rest of us, minus
Pam, cycled back and chose the Pizza restaurant which had a lovely view of
the beach and sea. The five of us ordered pizzas, relaxed, and enjoyed the
atmosphere. Jeff and Pam re-appeared and looked enviously on as we ate our
large hot delicious pizzas – comparing too well with Jeff & Pam’s cold tiny
slices of pizza. Ian and Mike took pity on them and sold them half of our pizzas
– though we never collected the debt.
Jeff & Pam were looking onto the lively sea and dreaming of days gone by
when they would have whipped off their clothes and run into the sea.
However, they joined Ann in paddling in the sea.
We cycled on, turned away from the sea as on Mike’s route and surprisingly
found ourselves cycling on a rough track. Mike was leading then heard a
shout, “Come back – Jeff has a puncture”. Jeff removed his panniers, turned
his bike upside down, and had the wheel off in no time and removed the inner
tube. Now Jeff and all the ladies began searching for the puncture.
Mike said, “I have a spare inner tube”. But Jeff might not have been in listening
mode and missed or ignored Mike’s intervention. Once the hole had been
found by the ladies, he stated, “It is
only a tiny hole so I will repair it.” He
repaired it, blew it up, put it back on
his bike and prayed that his tyre would
stay up.
We arrived in Noto with Mike’s route
taking the team close to the hotel but
where was it? ‘Bloodhound’ James
jumped off his bike and started
sniffing out the hotel. “It’s here”, he shouted out.
We pushed our bikes through the large black doors and met the owner, Giovanni. We were assigned rooms with Ian
and Mike in rooms back through the black door and facing the road. Giovanni stated that he would walk us around
this historic building, dating back to 1762, in the morning.
Ian led us into the Noto centre, using the map provided by Giovanni. First,
after a long day, we stopped at a café. Something historic happened when we
came to pay – Jeff took the bill and
paid it all. Why? Was it because he
was paying Ian and Mike back for the
free pizza? Was he thanking all the
ladies for helping with the puncture?
Was he sick of all the effort spent
dividing up the bill? Mike remarked,
“Jeff is paying a day after he was Day
leader, note Ian.” Jeff said when we returned to England that he hoped his
generosity would lead onto the rest of us doing the same – it didn’t!

Now we were into sightseeing with two of the sights being Cathedral di San
Nicolo di Mira and the town hall, Palazzo Ducezio.
Ian’s choice of restaurant was in part
determined by the fact that the
owner, Isabella, was delightful and
could speak English. It was also next
to the beach. Ordering the food was
easy with Jeff and Mike ordering the
same dish. They shared a litre of
house red. Ian, Ann & Fiona ordered
more expensive wine, as normal, they weren’t into cheap muck. The food
arrived with very few potatoes on Jeff and Mike’s plates – was there a potato
famine?
Jeff asked the delightful Isabella, “please can we have some more potatoes? We are cyclists and need to replenish our
energy store.”
She replied, “you had the potatoes that came with your menu choice. I can provide an extra child’s portion of
potatoes.”
Jeff looked pleased but the extra potatoes appeared on the bill.

Sunday May 8th – Noto to Syracuse
Day Leader: Ann
•
•
•

23 miles; Elevation gain 181m; Elevation loss 290m; Ride duration 3.75 hours
Average speed including stops – 6mph
Accommodations: Italiana Resort Magnolia – Jeff & Pam; B&B Diana – Ann & Fiona; Aloha House – Ian &
Mike; Maison Ortigia = James
Ann had told us the previous evening that breakfast would be at 8am – the
earliest time yet. Giovanni was ready with his staff to serve breakfast in one
of the palatial rooms. The breakfast
matched the high price of the
accommodation as can be seen.
Giovanni gave us a talk about the
accommodation
straight
after
breakfast. It is not often that you
sleep in a building with some history.
Giovanni is very proud of the ‘Il

Giardino Del Barocco’.
Ann had dictated that we should
leave at 9:30 and we were only a bit late. Ann wanted us to have a café stop,
though 23 miles is less than we often cycle on Sundays, but we were on
holiday.
A café turned up adjacent to the sea
at Fontane Bianche that looked shut,
but they agreed to open early for us
as long as we just asked for
croissants. There was a lovely female
statue there that James took a fancy
to.

We cycled on then felt a few spots of rain. Then we had a cloud burst with everyone, except Jeff, trying to get some
cover next to walls. Jeff had changed into a bright yellow top, bright yellow
shorts and wore waterproof booties. It rained off and on until we reached
Ortigia at Syracuse. At one point a car drove very fast into a deep puddle as it
sped past Fiona, Ann and Ian and they were totally soaked – Fiona would not
need a shower. Everyone had wet feet except Jeff. We stopped at the Piazza
Achimede, which had the Fontana Diana in the centre, as most of our
accommodation was close to this square.
Syracuse is an enormous town with a population of 122,000 with Ortigia,
where we were staying, being a small island connected to Syracuse by a
bridge. Syracuse is known for its Roman Amphitheatre (Teatro Greco). Ortigia
is known as the historical centre of Syracuse. James, Ann, Fiona, and Ian were very keen to go to the Teatro Greco.
Some walked there and some took a taxi, and all got wet and were disappointed as the main part was covered up.
Mike felt that he had seen plenty of these amphitheatres even though this one was classed as the biggest one in the
world. So, Jeff & Pam and Mike walked around half of the island to look at the sights, including the Chieso di San Paolo.

Mike, Jeff & Pam met up with Alec & Tracey at 6pm and heard that Alec had
been sick for a few days. He had still been walking, though not as far, but the
tins of fish were not being consumed as fast. They would not be joining us on
the fabulous Maddalena Trail but hoped to go on the next day in the
afternoon. They left before the ‘Greco’ crowd turned up. ‘Bloodhound’ James
had found a good restaurant so Ann, being Day Leader, did not have to choose.
The restaurant was perfect for Jeff and Mike as it had house wine. This time
the nightcap crowd included Pam and Ian.

Monday May 9th – Syracuse
Day Leader: Fiona
Fiona was the day leader and was taking a very laissez-fair attitude. Everyone could get up when they wanted, could
have breakfast when they wanted, and could do what they wanted. Only Ian and Mike did not have breakfast included
so they had agreed to eat breakfast in a café in the Piazza Achimede at 8am – they were actually lucky to have ‘bed’
included as so small was their accommodation. So, the evening before everyone had stated what they intended to.
The fabulous Maddalena Trail did not seem so fabulous to three of the ‘Greco’ crowd – Ann, Fiona and Ian. They
preferred to have a good look around the historical sites of Ortigia. So, that left four to search out the utterly fabulous
Maddalena trail.
Mike had decided that whatever Ian ordered for breakfast, he would order just to ensure that it was edible – Ian did
seem to be able to use a few Italian phrases. Mike had arranged to meet up with Jeff & Pam and James at the Fontana
Diana at 9:30.
At 9am Jeff phoned Mike, “I have contacted Ciclofree, and they have arranged that I get the gears on my bike fixed at
a local bike shop. It is just 2km away. Perhaps you and James can meet us there.”
Mike knew that Jeff had been having problems with his gears since his flat tyre. “How about waiting till 9:30 then we
can go as a group?” Jeff agreed.
At the cycle shop Jeff had his bike replaced and looked much happier. Now we could concentrate on the superb

Maddalena Trail. Mike led the way through heavy traffic and then the route moved onto quieter roads. We reached
what Mike had believed was the start of the walk. Rather than coach loads of walkers getting ready excitedly to start
the very picturesque Maddalena Trail, we met a security guard. “You can’t go past here (or equivalent Italian words)”,
he called out, “this is a secure area”. Had we been sold a pup by Alec? Our itinerary had been altered so we could walk
on this ‘fabulous’ Maddalena Trail. We did not give up! We cycled around to search for another trail starting point, did
not find one and then we gave up.
Mike suggested that we cycle to the far end of the walk, about 5 miles. But James stepped in, “It is coffee time, and I
don’t want to cycle”. Now Mike had leant that for James, dinner is served at dinner time and break is served at break
time, so he gave up. We found a little café with no view but at least we had a coffee and a cake.
Returning to Ortigia, James disappeared to resume sightseeing. Jeff had the new idea to sightsee by bike, so we toured
around, avoided knocking people down, and even looked down on a small beach. Not swimming all holiday to Jeff
and Pam was like Mike losing to nil at table tennis. They gave up sightseeing
and switched to swimming, leaving Mike alone. Lone sightseeing is not bad,
he even found the Templo di Appolo. But after a time, he gave up and met up
with Ian, Ann & Fiona.
We met up in the evening at 6:30, inside a bar as it was raining. Alec & Tracey
turned up and told us about the fabulous Maddalena Trail – they had only
walked a fraction of it. ‘Bloodhound’ James led the way in searching for a
restaurant. We found one that
looked perfect but then an
imperfection appeared. Dare we
leave? Then James said, “I will sort it out”, and he did with his inbuilt charm.
Our second choice of restaurant turned out to be much better. The waitress
could speak some English, fussed
around us like a mother, and would
have been perfect but for chips. Mike
asked for chips as an extra, but she
turned up with two bowls of chips.
No-one initially would touch this second bowl of chips in case they were
landed with the bill, but then Jeff ate a few. As it was Mike’s turn to share out
the bill, he found ways and means to share the cost. We were all feeling so
happy after the meal that the whole group had a nightcap.

Tuesday May 10th – Syracuse to Catania
Day Leader: James
•
•
•

Mike - 43 miles; Elevation gain 345m; Elevation loss 410m; Ride duration 5.5 hours
The rest – 53 miles
Hotel: Corte dei Medici Palace

‘Shit happens’ can be the title for this day!
James, who was taking his future role as
‘Day Leader’ seriously, had been talking to
reception in his guest house the previous
day about what would be a suitable place to
stop for a break on the long trip to Catania.
They had proposed a lovely café
overlooking the sea at Brucoli. James had
checked with Mike to see if this would add
too many miles and would be rejected by
the leg-bikers. Mike checked and it looked
like it would add an extra 3 miles onto the planned route of 41 miles. Ann would not
reject this addition as she loved cafes with views, and it was very important to her

to have a stop. So, the route change was proposed and accepted by the team. The only slight problem was that the
new route was only on Outdooractive on Mike’s iPhone.
James had dictated that we must meet at the Fontana Diana at 9:15am. James was first there and looked relaxed, sat
down with his thumbs up. So far, so good! Mike called up the route on Outdooractive and somehow it had reverted
to the original route. It would now be necessary to keep stopping on the route once we had to steer off the original
route. We reached the point of diversion after 18 miles and headed toward Brucoli. Mike missed a turn and headed
up hill, watching the leg-bikers struggle up. Was there a way to get back on route without cycling back down?
Outdooractive clearly showed a left turn then another left turn after 250 metres that would get us back on the right
road.
Mike shouted out, “this way, follow me”.
Ann shouted back, “you can’t go that way – it is a one-way road”.
We both repeated these exclamations a few times. It was at this point that
Mike should have stopped and shared the route – we could have pushed the
bikes if necessary, though the one-way road was car free. Mike carried on,
expecting the rest to follow but they didn’t. The left turn seemed to have
disappeared (checking on Google maps later and using the little man showed
that it was a track and just a few yards had become overgrown). ‘Bloodhound’
James would surely have found this track if he had followed. Mike checked
the map and it looked like there was good road in front that would lead him
back onto the right road where he
hopefully could meet the rest. He
soon realised that he was cycling
along a motorway – had Ann not said that bikes were banned (what about ebikes?). He passed under the right road so increased his speed to get to the
next junction. He passed through a long tunnel then heard the sound of a
policecar, so he stopped. He
explained that he was English to the
policeman who could speak no
English. After two phone calls the
policeman indicated that I should
continue into the next tunnel. We stopped and he took out a key and unlocked
a door. In front were steps that disappeared way above as they were so high.
This very friendly policeman then helped Mike carry the bike up all the steps
and unlocked a door above. Mike was free. He felt like kissing the policeman
as he had not been arrested, shot, or fined.
Mike had thoughts to re-join the others, but his excessive speed had used up his battery and he realised that he would
have enough to reach the He let Jeff know that he would not be joining them. He was worried about them finding the
route to the hotel but then realised that both Ian and Jeff were good navigators. Mike arrived at the hotel at 2:30pm
after cycling 43 miles.
Meanwhile, the rest had followed Ann, been advised to go on the motorway, almost joined it, then had turned around
and made their way to Brucoli. Unfortunately, the route was closed so they
diverted to another way into Brucoli. The lovely café that overlooked the sea
was closed so they bought sandwiches. They arrived at the hotel after cycling
53 miles at 5:30. The road into Catania had been long, boring, and congested
with traffic. “Never again”, said Ann, “I wish I had hired an e-bike.”
Mike had been on the look-out for them at the square near the hotel and was
worried in case they arrived later than the bike pickup time of 6pm. The
Ciclofree man turned up just a bit late to collect the bikes and to return our
suitcases. He had been delayed by the even more congested traffic caused
by the Giro d’Italia passing through Catania the following day.

James asked us all to meet up at 7:30
to walk into Catania, giving everyone
time to get over cycling 53 miles in
constant traffic. He led us straight to
a bar where, astonishingly, we all had
pints of beer, even the ladies. We
toasted a very enjoyable holiday
even though there had been a few
mishaps. Some faces had strange
expressions in the photographs,
showing how exhausting the day had been.
James made a good choice of restaurant, but did Pam realise that we were sitting outside? She never complained,
perhaps too tired to complain. Ann, Jeff, and Mike chose the same dish, but Mike’s portion was only about a half of
Jeff’s portion. But did he complain? Yes! He gave Jeff earache.
Returning to our hotel, Corte de Medici Palace, we looked at the astonishing paintings on the walls. ‘Medici’ actually
means ‘Doctors’ so perhaps we should not have been too surprised.

Wednesday May 11th – Catania to Leeds-Bradford and Home
Our flight was at 13:15 and Jeff had booked a taxi for 10:45 for the five of us that were returning home – Ann & Fiona
were staying on for extra days. We had learnt though that the Giro d’Italia was starting in Catania that day, and that
all roads would be closed at 10am. Jeff moved the collection time to 9:30 but we were all a bit worried. Then the taxi
turned up at 9:15 – earlier than expected. The taxi man looked to have a dynamic thrusting look, like there would be
no stopping him getting us to the airport. Then he turned down a narrow road with cars parked on either side. We ran
into an outdoor market. There was no way forward and no space to turn around. Instead, he reversed at about the
speed that he had been driving forward for a few hundred metres. Ann & Fiona missed this last bit of excitement on
our trip.
Then Mike moved into bag leaving mode! After bag check Mike joined the group to wait for the flight then after 10
minutes reached for his red pannier but it was not there. He dashed back to the bag check area, and it was still there
– the possible bomb inside had not exploded. Then Mike passed through password-check at Leeds-Bradford airport
and collected his suitcase from the carousel and waited for Alec and Tracey. Alec collected their large flexible suitcase
from the carousel. Tracey asked Mike, “will you give Alec a hand with the suitcase?” Was this because Alec was so
weak after being sick all of the week? Mike, ever the gentleman, picked up one end of the suitcase which seemed to
be slithering about like an eel – perhaps all the fish had escaped from the tins. Just outside the Jet2 door Mike realised
that his suitcase was not attached to his hand. He raced back into the baggage area, past the startled Jeff & Pam,
through two doors that were closing and with a loud mechanical voice saying, “You are not allowed to go in that
direction.” Mike grabbed the first suitcase that he could see, fortunately his, and raced back out again. It had been a
long week!

Epilogue
Ann & Fiona had stopped on with Ann posting
photographs showing what a wonderful time
they were having. Text like “Back in real life
again. Enjoying beers on our very own taormina
balcony! Sorry folks! A&F”.

On the GASBAGS Salento trip Mike asked each person what their highlight was of the trip. He forgot this time so could
only conjecture:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ann – all the days in Sicily after the ride, based upon her WhatsApp postings
Fiona – nothing to do as Day Leader
Pam – at last swimming in Sicily
Jeff – being able to use his waterproof clothing during the rain
Ian – not drinking house red
James – enjoying the company of everyone in the group
Mike – meeting a real Italian policeman

The GASBAGS team

Mike
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Mike
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